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Tax cuts needed?

Statistics cloud economy
WASHINGTON (AP (-Revised
government estimates released
yesterday showed that the nation's
troubled economy entered the fourth
quarter in worse condition than
originally thought.
But Arthur F. Bums, chairman of
the Federal Reserve Board, said
conditions don't appear bad enough
at this time to warrant a tax cut to
stimulate the economy.
Two University of Michigan
economists, however, said that even
with a $13 billion tax cut, the
economy would grow next year only
a shade faster than necessary to
reduce unemployment. Advisers to
President-elect Jimmy Carter have
suggested tax cuts ranging from $8
billion to $15 billion.

THE COMMERCE Department
said Gross National Product i GNPi,
or the total output of goods and
services in the economy, grew at an
annual rate of 3.8 per cent during the
July-September quarter. That was a
downward revision from the
preliminary estimate last month of a
4 per cent growth rate, the rate
generally considered sufficient to
keep up with normal population
growth. But the rate is believed
insufficient to reduce unemployment.
The figures were revised primarily
because some figures in the
preliminary report had to be
estimated for the final month of the
quarter. The foreign trade surplus
on goods and services, for example,

East Germans evict
satirical balladeer
BERLIN (AP)-Open dissidence has broken out in Communist East Germany at a level not seen since the tumult of the 1950s.
For the first time ever, a group of East German intellectuals has formally called on the government to reverse a hardline position in expelling
popular balladeer Wolf Biermann and revoking his East German citizenship.
The satirical ballads of Biermann, an avowed if unorthodox Communist,
have long irked East German leaders.
Some Western observers speculated that German authorities were
launching a new wave of repression against individual expression.
BIFRMANN'S expulsion follows a Protestant clergyman's burning himself
to death in political protest last August and official actions against two
writers in recent weeks. One was expelled from the country and the other
from the East German Writer's Association.
A number of private citizens have expressed openly their desire to travel
outside their walled-in state. Up to 20,000 persons are estimated to have officially requested permission to resettle in West Germany, and Western
diplomats in Berlin claim 200,000 or more would leave if there were no
restrictions.
WHILE BIERMANN, stranded in West Germany, pondered what to do
next, a group of 13 other East German artists issued a public letter on his
behalf Wednesday.
The signers said they did not endorse everything Biermann says or does,
but the East German state should be able to put up with a poet who shares in a
long literary tradition of being uncomfortable to his own time and place.
The letter quoted Karl Marx as saying,' 'The proletarian revolution must be
able to criticize itself."

was revised downward by $2.5 billion
to an annual rate of $3.4 billion.
A
Commerce
Department
economist, Maynard S. Comiez, said
the revision was not large
statistically and didn't significantly
change what economists knew about
the third quarter.
BUT THE REVISION meant that
the ecomony was weaker than
originally thought during the final
month.
The inflation rate estimated in the
GNP was revised downward from an
annual rate of 4.4 per cent to 4.2 per
cent.
Individual disposable income,
adjusted for both taxes and inflation,
originally increased by $1 from the
$4,143 posted in the second quarter.
The revision changed that to a $1
drop. The figures are based on .972
dollars.
Final sales, which are considered
the measure of ultimate demand in
the economy, grew at an annual rate
of 4.1 per cent for the third quarter,
compared to 4.2 per cent in the
second quarter and 4.4 per cent
estimated in the third quarter.
The revisions followed two monthly
drops in industrial production, a flat
performance in retail sales over four
months and a rise in the unemployment rate from7.7percentto7.9
percent.

misunderstood and began a descent
to 23,000 feet.
IN ACCORDANCE with standard
practice in controlled flight, the pilot
read back the clearance, she said,
but the controller did not catch the
error.
The misunderstanding was not
discovered until the pilot gave a
second, advisory radio message that
he was passing through 29,000 feet on
his way to 23,000. The controller then
alerted pilots of both planes to their
close proximity.
The airliners, a DC9 bound from
Indianapolis to Pittsburgh and a
Boeing 72"/ headed from Washington
to Dayton, both were under the
control of the Indianapolis Air Route
Traffic Control Center, the FAA said.'
Officials at Indianapolis refused to
discuss the situation and referred
calls to Kriz at the FAA's Chicago
public relations office.
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Freshmen Terry D.BItoer (left), Mike K. Miller and otherKohl
residents participated in a marshmallow-eating contest
Wednesday night sponsored by Kohl Hall. They competed by
stuff lag the most fluffy whites they could get into their mouths.
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pictures and story on page 5.

Developer plans another mini-mall for city
A glass enclosed, multi-story
building housing a mini-mall and
business offices will be built on the
former site of the Gigolo nightclub,
which was destroyed by fire.
The mini-mall will have space for
13 stores and several local merchants
have inquired about rental, Hottes A.
DeHays, owner and designer of the
building, said. The "New York
Deli," featuring delicatessen foods
and atmosphere, has already
reserved space in the building.
But beginning construction of the

Alarm system fails in jet mishap
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)-A computerized alerting system installed
less than a year ago to prevent airborne disasters failed to activate in
the near miss of two TWA jetliners
27,000 feet over Ohio, a Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA)
spokesman said.
"That's one of the things under
investigation" FAA spokesman
Mariorie Kriz said.
The two jetliners, headed in opposite directions yesterday afternoon, took evasive action to avoid
a collision and passed within a mile
of each cither about 20 miles northeast
of Columbus, the FAA inirl
Kriz said the pilot of the westbound
flight apparently misunderstood the
Indianapolis-based controller and
was descending to a lower altitude
than specified.
She said the pilot of the westbound
flight was cleared to descend from
, 31,000 to 28,000 feet, but apparently
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Tuba squad leader John Taylor, senior, takes a break between songs during the
University Marching Bund concert Wednesday night. The concert featured
gelations from songs played on the field during marching seaioa See more

TWA SAID three cabin attendents
in the Pittsburgh-bound flight were
injured slightly when the pilot, Capt.
Dick Thomas of Kansas City, Mo.,
made a steep left turn.

building was an accomplishment,
following the gutting of the Gigolo,
according to acity official who asked
that he not be identified.
The nightclub was destroyed June
1, 1975, the night of the Poe Ditch
Music Festival. Since that time the
property, located at 165 N. Main St,
has remained a barren landmark.
"I'M GLAD they're planning to
build," George H. Russell, city
director of planning, housing and
zoning, said.
Construction of the building, now
scheduled to begin in May, was
stalled for more than a year
following the fire. The delay was
caused by a civil suit filed between
the former owner of the building and
DeHays, who paid a down payment of
$500 on the building a week before the
fire.

The suit, filed in Wood County
Common Pleas Court, was ruled on
Monday and DeHays' ownership of
the property was confirmed, Russell
told the News.
DeHays said, the building will include a mini-mall on the lower, main
and second-floor levels. An undetermined number of upper levels
will house business offices.
A sheltered walk will connect the
building and the city-owned parking
lot behind the building.
Stores in the mini-mall will be
connected by bridges and open
parking lot behind the building.
Stores in the mini-mall will be
connected by bridges and open spiral
staircases. Elevators are included in
the building's plans.

DeHays and an associate, Peter
Thomas, will design the building.
Thomas is a shopping center
developer from tlie Toledo area.
The city has not seen or approved
the plans, Russell said, adding that
many city construction regulations
must be met.

Clarification
Academic Council's action to
require 30 more hours of
students seeking dual degrees,
as reported in yesterday's
News, does not include students
seeking two degrees within the
same college of those seeking a
bachelor of fine arts degree
with teacher preparation,
according to a spokesman for
the College of Arts and
Sciences.

Some groups to seek more funds
By Dennis J. Sadowski
Staff Reporter
Representatives from some of the
groups receiving general fee
allocations said they will ask for
more money next year during recent
interviews with the News.
Each of these groups received a
portion of $1,958,250 from the student
general fee. Upon recommendation
of the Advisory Committee on
General Fee Allocations (ACGFA),
26 groups received funding. The
recommendations were reviewed
and revised by University President
Hollis A. Moore Jr.
Among the groups which received
funds were Student Activities,
$31,000; Cultural Affairs, $10,000;
the Black Board of Cultural
Activities, $10,300; the Black Student
Union, $6,200; the Black African
Peoples Association, $1,500; La
Union de Estudiantes Latinos, $6,000
and the Third World Graduate
Association, $1,300.
"It (the allocation) is in line with
what we've had in past years,"
Richard Lenhart, coordinator of
Student Activities, said. "We spend
our fees on what will be a benefit to
the entire student body."
EXPENDITURES include
homecoming, co-sponsoring an
appearance by actress Lillian Gish, a
welcome back mixer, preregistration and orientation,
speakers, films and small concerts,
Lenhart said.
He said Student Activities also
budgets money for students who have
programs they wish to develop but

cannot get financial assistance from
the department or program in which
they are enrolled.
Lenhart said Student Activities had
a $324.43 surplus from last year
which was added to this year's
budget
"I think we would hope to receive
basically the same amount next
year," he said. "It is presumptuous
to ask for more money in a tight
economy."
"IF THE budget were cut, we
would have to establish priorities of
what would have to be done," he
added
Lenhart is also the budget administrator of Cultural Affairs.
"Cultural Affairs is given en
amount of money by the general fees
committee to support those cultural
activities on campus that can't be
supported by other fees," he said.
Such activities include dance,
theater, art and music, he explained
"We were very happy we got the
allocation," Lenhart said. "They
(Cultural Affairs) will ask for the
amount of money they feel they need
to bring the type of programs *.J the
campus that they feel is necessary."
The Black Board of Cultural
Activities (BBCA) began the year
with a $1,500 debt that left them with
$8,000 from their general fee
allocation, said Warren B. Davis,
BBCA adviser.
DAVIS SAID BBCA pledged $5,000
to the Third World Theater and
Cultural Affairs to help that program
present plays to the University
community.

BBCA published the first issue of
the Obsidian recently and hopes to
continue to do so in the future, Davis
said. The Obsidian is a newspaper to
provide another source of information to the student, he explained
"What we're trying to get together
is a third world cultural affairs
week," Davis said The week would
feature a series of themes and
speakers to tie the events together
and may be spread into three different weeks to accomodate
speakers' schedules, he added.
"I don't think BBCA is getting the
kinds of money we could use to make
a real significant impact on the
University," Davis said "We're
going to ask for more money next
year. I would like to see about $20,000
for next year."
Kenneth Simonson, legal adviser to
the Black Student Union (BSU), and
Kenny J. Chambers, director of
communications for BSU, expressed
an interest in working with other
groups to provide programs for the
entire University community.
CHAMBERS SAID the allocation
BSU received is not enough to
provide adequate programming for
both the black student and the
University community in general.
"What we would like to see, since
our budget isn't sufficient, is some
cooperation between BSU, UAO and
other groups who receive more
funding,'' Chamber said
This year, BSU inherited a $1,000
deficit from 1975, leaving the group
with only $5,200, Steven J. Williams,
budget administrator for BSU said.

DIRT DAMAGE

Major expenditures include a
pledge to the Third World Theater
and Cultural Affairs ($620), sponsoring an appearance by Stokely
Carmichael ($256), a welcoming
program for freshmen ($119) and
miscellaneous expenses ($96)
leaving the group with ($3,296) for
the remainder of this year, Williams
said
Williams said BSU will ask for
$8,000-$10,000 for next year.
THE BLACK AFRICAN People's
Assn. (BAPA) will be sponsoring an
Africa Week during winter quarter to
create awareness at the University of
the contributions of Africa to the
world Ernest A. Champion, BAPA
adviser, said.
This quarter BAPA has cosponsored Stokely Carmichael and
has spent money for supplies and
operations, Champion said. About
$1,000 remains, he added.
"I don't think they were satisfied
(with the allocation), but with what
they received earlier, it was twofold," he said
He said the group may ask for
$2O0O-$30O0 for next year, "but they'll
do with what they get."
La Union de Estudiantes Latinos is
attempting to bring author Corky
Gonzalez or Caesar Chavez, United
Farm Workers president, to the
University, according to Teresa
Zamora, chairman of the Union.
A BEER BLAST is planned for
winter quarter and Dr. Rudolfo
Acuna, author from California will
visit the University in the spring, she
added.

.
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'judgment is founded on truth...'

faculty union means muscle

degrees valuable
Academic Council's decision to stiffen the requirements
graduating with dual degrees is a matter of academic Integrity
the News agrees with its decision.
Up to this point, a student could graduate in four years with
degrees by carefully maneuvering overlapping requirements
taking the right combination of elective courses.

for
and
two
and

The problem with "two degrees for the price of one" Is that after a
while the value of obtaining these degrees sinks in the eyes of the
recipient and potential employers.
Academic Council took a step to effectively combat the problem by
stipulating that students seeking two degrees accumulate at least 213
credit hours for graduation, an Increase of 30 from the current 183.

Critics of the proposal say that 30 more hours means more money to
Attend for two more quarters.
But why shouldn't a student be
required to attend longer and pay more If he wants to graduate with
two degrees?
Others say that if two degrees can be earned in 183 hours there
should be no reason why the degrees should not be awarded. But
issuing too many degrees Irresponsibly will in time diminish the
credibility of the University and respect for the diploma.

By David C. Roller
Department of History
Guest Columnist
In a recent conversation with a
student, mention was made of the
possibility of a faculty union at
Bowling Green.
"Why form a
union?" he asked; "even Jesse
James couldn't get money out of an
empty train." The student may be
quite right.
Although faculty
salaries at Bowling Green have been
seriously eroded by inflation during
the past several years (it would
require almost a 25 per cent increase
to restore them to 1969 levels), the
very real financial problems confrontinc this Univeritv make it
unlikely that even a Jesse James
could help redress the situation.
Moreover, the probable parsimony
of the state with regard to higher
education make relief during the
forseeable future as unlikely as a

train robbery in B.G. Even if it were
certain that collective bargaining
would do nothing to improve faculty
salaries, I believe there remain two
very compelling reasons for the
faculty to form a union at this time.
1) OVER THE past several years
the state has greatly expanded its
support of primary, secondary,
technical and medical education.
Yet, during roughly that same span
of time, its support levels for higher
education at institutions such as
Bowling Green have failed to keep
pace with rising costs. Administrators, faculty and SGO
representatives have tried to inform
legislators of our needs; they have
tried reason, they have appealed
even to some supposed hind of
idealism all without significant
results.
We have had to raise student fees
and to curtail our maintenance and

custodial services. We have been
unable to adequately fund the
library and we probably soon
curtail all but the most elemental of
the health center services. Yet when
a group of faculty presented to
legislators the dismal condition of
University finances, they were told:
"Look, you people have as little pull
around here (in Columbus) as
welfare recipients."
Actually, higher education has less
"pull," for welfare recipients are at
least numerous enough to have their
votes count. If the Bowling Green
faculty and the faculties of other
state assisted universities unionize,
then we may gain sufficient muscle
to get the attention of the legislature,
the governor and the voters of Ohio.
2) SINCE THE "departure" of
former President MacDonald,
Bowling Green has enjoyed
relatively
harmonious
ad-

In turn, counselors and departments throughout the University
should ensure that the additional courses are meaningful and not
insignificant classes that will prove of little relevance to a graduate.
The extra courses, as all courses, should be important subjects
designed to give a student better Insight to his areas of expertise.
Although there are many arguments against the changing of dual
degree requirements, there is no substitute for a degree that means
something.

let's hear from you
The News welcomes opinion from its readers in the form of letters to
ill- ■ editor which comment on published columns, editorial policy or any
other topic of interest
All letters should be typewritten and triple spaced. They must be
signed and the author's' address and phone number must be included for
verification.
Utters can be sent to: Letters to the Editor, The BG News. 106
University Hall.
The News reserves the right to reject any letters or portions of letters
if they are deemed in bad taste or malicious. No personal attacks or
name-calling will be published.
Readers wishing to submit guest columns should follow a similiar
procedure.

betters
lights

This letter is a pat on the back, so
to speak, to the University. On
Thursday. October 28 TheBG News
printed an article stating that the
nighttime lighting system on campus
had been looked into and that
something was going to be done
about the problem. All very fine, but
1 wasn't really satisfied with just
talk. Tliat's why I'm am now really
pleased that steps have been taken.
Many of the poorly-lit areas on
campus have been provided with
lights, and most of the campus is now
safe to walk on as far as surprise
attacks in the dark are concerned. I
would like to commend the
University on its prompt action as
soon us it had decided that a problem
existed. Thank you very much for
checking into the situation
Sidney Ann Owen
.t42Dunbar

faculty
I confess to being the mysterious
"Professor Bob".
I thought I had identified myself
adequately when I stood up to speak
at the Faculty Meeting on Tuesday;
apparently I did not, so I apologize to
your reporter.
Since I barely recognized my
points in the Wednesday story about
the meeting, I would like to repeat
them briefly.
The new academic charter implies
a factory or military model for the
proper organization of a university.
It considers the chairman a first line
supervisor and the dean a second
level supervisor who is the "boss" of
the "chair". Sixteen years ago, when
this University was embroiled in
controversy, this same model was
implied by reference to faculty
members as "hired-hands".
This is an inappropriate model of
university structure. The old and
perhaps hackneyed expression about
a "community of scholars" is rarely
heard anymore, but it is a better
basis for designing academic
structure.
In a comtnunity of
scholars, a group of senior scholars
(known as a department faculty)
who are less transient than the
student scholars, select one of
themselves (these days called a
chair) to represent them in the

(My $44000 mfftRm -1 THINK in Qvfm A my

broader areas ot university gover- cold. The fact that I've yet to see an
nance.
RA. stand outside in her p.j.'s for
The larger community also fifteen minutes, makes my blood
properly selects some people, not shiver all the more.
necessarily from its own members,
I estimate that if the RA.'s hussled
to handle the necessary ad- down the halls, checked the alarms,
ministrative chores of making the and hussled back to the desk, the
academic enterprise run smoothly.
entire quad could be checked in
Academic policies, however, are under three minutes. (I've seen
determined by the faculty in a well- them take five to eight minutes now.)
run university. This has, at least
I'd venture to say they could beat
over the last sixteen years, been some of the residents down the stairs.
more or less characteristic of
If the alarm has to be reset, why
Bowling Green.
can't the residents be allowed to
The new provision of having the come back in-at least tothe lounge to
faculty submit a couple of names, in wait?
no particular order, from which the
I feel that if the residents could feel
"boss" might make a choice is a step confident that only a couple minutes
in the direction of the hired-hand would be spent in the cold, they would
model I oppose that model, and be more cooperative in evacuating
contrary to the report, I do indeed the building in the minimum amount
intend to get into whatever hassles of time. These few minutes could
are necessary to change it. The save lives.
"legal hassles" I want to avoid are
It makes sense. If the alarms are
only those that arise because of ill- checked and reported faster, the fire
considered wording. I shall through department will get here faster and
established channels, submit an fewer residents will be left in the
amendment.
building.
Having said all of this, and perhaps
Let's save lives. Give it a try.
having implied some slight criticism
of the report by Ms. Gebolys, I come
Susan Nikolai
to my main purpose in responding:
205 Mac North
Her main point was absolutely
correct. It was a great disappointment to me to be unavoidably
late to the meeting and yet find out
Like most everyone else who gets
that (a) the meeting had not yet hold of a BG News regularly, I can't
started and (b) there were plenty of help but to have noticed the conseats. Apathy or not, however, I tinuing pro and con arguments apsincerely hope that we will never pearing in this column with regard to
have the kind of dramatic events that the leghold traps issue. I don't feel
once before stirred a faculty to ac- myself informed on this issue to the
tion.
^degree that I would be willing to
express an opinion.
Robert M.Guion,
What I'm writing about is the
Department of Psychology almost mindless wording in most of
the letters I've seen so far. Until
Judy Bowen's letter (Thursday,
November 11) I was ready to dismiss
the issue altogether, simply because
If there was a fire in one of the no one's letter I'd read had presented
dorms tonight, many people would be an argument that could stand on its
severely injured because they either two feet; one which wasn't simply
failed to leave the building or were hysterical rhetoric on the subject
not fast enough to escape the danger.
which we've been hearing for years.
Why? Because they heard the alarm
Instead of using emotional and
and all they could think of was the ten
or fifteen minutes they stood outside vacuous catch phrases concerning
in scant clothing the last time the villainous creatuures who get thenkicks from torturing defenseless
alarm went off.
I'm guilty too. I confess that when animals, or the perfectly innocent
I am down in the main lounge in my relaxation and pleasure gained from
robe and no shoes, I walk mighty "Just another great American
slowly to the nearest exit because I sport", Ms. Bowen supported her
know that an RA. will be standing dearly worded argument with
there, ready to push me out into the documented facts, fd enjoy this

emotion

alarming

column twice as much if everyone
would compose less emotional, more
fact filled letters-hard as it is to do
this when we feel something
strongly.
Karen Nadler
106 McDonald East

support
I may be only a freshman here at
Bowling Green, but at least I have
the guts to stand up and cheer our
football team on. It makes me sick to
see some of the upper-classmen
downgrading our football team.
People like Bill Estep, for one, sure
have some spirit Week after week I
have read his sarcastic comments
about the team in The BG News.
To be blunt, I am getting very sick
of Mr. Estop. I don't think that I ever
have heard him say a nice thing
about the team. Coach Nehlen, I
think, has done his best in producing
teams in the past and I feel sure he
will continue to do so in the future.
To Mr. Estep I say shut up. If you
cant ever say anything nice about
the team, then don't say anything at
all. I realize that no team is perfect
but you have to show your support for
them or else they won't even like
playing to win.
To everyone here at BG I say, show
your support for our team and don't
downgrade them.
Virginia Osbom
436Compton

inaccurate
On October 29, The BG News
printed an article about the TimeFlexible Degree Program With the
exception of a few relatively minor
errors, the article was accurate.
What concerns me, however, is
that several important facts about
the program were omitted-facts
that I specifically asked the reporters who interviewed me to include.
From my conversations with
students, it is evident that many were
misled by the article; I only hope that
the printed misinformation will not
prevent other students from investigating or participating in the
program.
I am well aware that BG News
reporters must cover a considerable
number and variety of stories.
Nonetheless, I do not think it too
much to ask that in their articles they

ministration and faculty selfgovernance. This summer, however,
toe University's Board of Trustees
approved a new charter, one which
varies significantly from the
Academic Charter approved by a
vote of the Faculty.
Whatever one's view of the merits
and demerits of the changes the
trustees made in the new charter,
the fact remains that those changes
were made contrary to the expressed
wishes of the faculty. It is the
board's legal Derogative to make any
changes it wishes in University
governance procedures, and to make
those changes it deems necessary.
time it deems necessary.
But in exercising that perogative,
it has broken a fifteen year tradition
of consultation and cooperation, and
it has pointedly reminded the
faculty that all policies and
procedures by which this University
operates exist only at the sufferance
of the board. If and when this
University adopts collective
bargaining, however, negotiated
agreements reached with the
faculty will have the force of legal
contracts and the board will not be
able unilaterally to amend, alter or
cancel governance documents as
they have done this summer.

THE STUDENT may be right
Unionization of the Bowling Green
faculty mav not immediately lead to
proportionately higher salaries. But
salaries are not the sole concern of a
union. If this university is ever going
to receive greater state support for
its library, for scholarships, for
student services and for all the other
costs of running a first-rate
university-including salaries of
faculty and classified staff-BGSU
needs greater muscle in Columbus
than it can now muster.
Also, as the board has chosen
unilaterally to alter the fundamental
governance document of BGSU, the
YEAH rCfi. faculty needs a Union if they are to
pA/cd* regain a constant voice in the
ly\ljt! governance of this University.

include crucial and newsworthy
facts, especially those which are
specified as such by the individuals
who are most knowledgeable about
the subject-at-hand. I cannot help
but harbor somewhat less than enthusiastic feelings about the BG
News as a dependable source of
thorough and accurate information.
Susan G.Conover
Staff Associate for Student
Development & Counseling

atheists
A notice to all students who are
disillusioned by the overabundance
of religiously oriented groups on this
campus: there is an alternative!
University Atheists, a newly formed
group, exists to bring together, for
the purpose of discussion and
education, all those who disagree
with the current, fashionable ideas of
religion and theology.

Our desire is that our members
team from each other and the guest
speakers which we plan to have.
For this organization to succeed,
and to serve the needs of all people of
this philosophy on campus, we need
student and faculty input-we need to
know who you want to hear, and the
subjects you wish to discuss.
This is important to us now, first,
because we desire to have as broad
an appeal as possible, and second,
because the meeting at which we
hope to resolve these matters is at
hand, specifically, this Sunday, at 7
p. m. in the sanctuary of Kohl Hall
We Invite the Interested, the
curious-anyone with an open mind
who desires to see 'an alternative'
succeed-to come to our next
meeting, armed with fresh ideas,
your opinion, and your wits,
prepared to learn something.
R Anthony Grieco
152 Kohl
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Day in Review 24-hour study areas proposed
By Mark Sharp

From Associated Press Reports
Kelley complains
FBI Director Clarence M Kelley said
that his top aides told him nothing when
he complained to them privately that
someone in the bureau was lying to him
about FBI burglaries.
In a deposition made public yesterday. Kelley testified that he has never
been told details of burglaries conducted by FBI agents after 1966 against
persons thought to be involved with
militant political groups.
He said he never sought such intimation either from his own staff or
from Justice Department officials
conducting a criminal investigation of
the burglaries.
But Kelley disclosed for the first time
that he discussed the matter in a private
meeting of senior FBI officials and that
none offered any information.

^School supers meet
Superintendents of the nation's bigcity schools yesterday began a threeday strategy session on educational
priorities they hope President-elect
Jimmy Carter will adopt.
Money problems dominated the
opening talks of the Council of Great
City Schools in Chicago. The superintendents say they look to Carter and
Congress to help rescue public
education.
Money problems are not limited to big
city schools. In recent weeks several
smaller school systems in Oregon and
Ohio have had to close their doors
because voters refused to approve
higher tax levies necessary to keep
them open.
The council meeting seeks federal
reform in desegregation and academic
programs and a Secretary of Education.

Gilmore returns
Condemned killer Gary Gilmore,
returned to state prison and was
cheered by fellow inmates yesterday
after two days at a hospital following his
suicide attempt.
His girlfriend, Nicole Barrett,
regained consciousness for the first
time since they took sleeping pills
Tuesday in an apparent suicide pact
Her condition was upgraded from
critical to serious. Sic'walked with
assistance and was visited by relatives.
Barrett, 20, was described as
disoriented and confused. Dr. Richard
A. Call, medical director at the Utah
Valley Hospital in Provo, said there was
no evidence of brain damage "but in her
state you can't do a thorough, complete
exam."

Hearst bail posted
Patricia Hearst's father posted
$500,000 bail yesterday and a state Judge
said he assumed that a federal jurist in
San Francisco would release the young
heiress from custody.
Superior Court Judge William Ritzi
said he would notify the Metropolitan
Correctional Center at San Diego that
Hearst can be released if the federal
judge agrees.

Deadline approaches
390,000 hourly workers in 21 states
prepared to strike auto giant General
Motors at midnight yesterday as
bargainers worked to iron out disputes
on several key issues that threatened to
block settlement on a three-year contract
"There has been some positive action
here and there, but we still don't have
some of the big things resolved," said a
United Auto Worker (U AW) source.

The source would not identify the
issues still in dispute, but said some
were in the area of the industry pattern
established a month ago at Ford Motor
Co. after a 28-day strike. That pattern
was followed by Chrysler.
"We're not out of time, but we're in
the crucial period," he said.
A walkout against the nation's No. 1
car maker would mark the first time the
UAW has staged two national auto
strikes in one year since 1937, when a
then infant union ws fighting for industry recognition.

Contestants quit
Three more contestants in the Miss
World contest were pulled out by their
governments yesterday to protest the
racist image projected by the presence
of two South African entrants, one black
and one white.
Ten of the original 69 women in the
beauty pageant have now been withdrawn. Organizers said they were
afraid a "sensational, last-minute"
walkout would be staged by others
before the televised contest last night.
Miss Philippines. Miss Yugoslavia
and Miss Trinidad-Tobago were the
latest to be withdrawn, joining Miss
India, Miss Mauritius, Miss Swaziland,
Miss Liberia, Miss Seychelles, Miss Sri
Lanka and Miss Malaysia.

Christians advance
Christians claimed the capture
yesterday of a strategic Moslem village
near the Israeli border in Lebanon, and
pro-Syrian Palestinians battled in a
refugee camp in southern Beirut with
guerrillas who support Yasis Arafat
The Christian Phalange party said its
forces captured Kfar Kial in house-tohouse fighting during the night. But the
leftist Lebanese Arab Army claimed the
attackers were thrown back to the
fringes of the village, a few hundred
yards from the Israeli border.
A leftist communique said the
Christians were aided by Israeli commandos and backed by an artillery
barrage from Israeli border positions.
Authoritative military sources in Tel
Aviv denied Israeli involvement, but
there was no way to determine the
validity of either report.

Columbus prepares
Columbus city officials will remove
the business ends of 355 parking meters
in the Ohio State University (OSU) area
for the school's football game with
Michigan tomorrow-a move they think
will save up to $25,000.
The Division of Traffic Engineering
figured it would be cheaper to spend
$200 to $300 for labor to remove the
meter heads than to replace them
After the OSU-Michigan meeting here
four years ago, celebrating fans tore the
heads off.
Temporary parking and direction
signs, usually put up on game days, will
not be used tomorrow, also in an effort
to prevent theft.

OSU-UM fever spreads
Even the advertising departments of
two large metropolitan newspapers are
caught up in the fever of the MichiganOhio State college football series.
The Detroit News has placed a fullpage advertisement in the Friday
editions of the Columbus Dispatch,
which, in turn, took out a half-page one
in the News.
"I've been here 38 years, 22 as advertising director," said Mel Tharp of
the Columbus newspaper, "and I've
never seen anything like it."

Pre-Hollday Specials
^ Flonn»l Shirtj (hooded)
'JMM (Mlactad)

1/2 off

R«g. $22.00

$12.99

r

•Corduroy Pants. Jackets (Mlactad)

1/2 off

Corduroy Jumpsuits Rag. $24.00

,

Gobardina Coordinates

$14.99

(

$5.99

Rag. $5.00

Swaotars. Tops salactad styles

$2.99
40%-50% off

Hand Toolad Handbags
MANY UNIISTED ITEMS

\

EAKIN said he favors
the lounge in the Student
Services Building and
suggested the RLA contact
campus police regarding
the necessary security.

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

40% off

turning off the lights when
leaving a room, is a long
term educational process.
Therefore, it is not as good
a way to reduce energy
cost," he said.
"If the current rate of
consumption continues,
there will be a $350,000
increase in utility cost to
the University in the next
academic year," McGeein
said
According to McGeein,
the only way to moderate
these increased costs is to
reduce consumption.
McGeein said the major
goal of the University's
energy program is "to
eliminate waste but
maintain quality," adding,
"Earlier this year, the
lighting on campus was
substantially reduced with
very few complaints."
"Electricity and natural
gas are the main utility
costs here on campus so

reducing the consumption
of these would greatly help
to reduce cost," he said
McGeein stressed his
desire to have a public
forum to institute energy
savings rather than arbitrarily imposing them
upon students. He said he
hopes to experiment
various cutbacks on a

single dorm and consider
resident reactions.
"By establishing a short
adjustment period while
offering residents the
feeling that they have an
out, most students will
probably accept any
changes with a minimal
number of complaints," he
said

ACGFA funds
from page 1
Expenditures also include student employment,
equipment, communications, travel and entertainment.
Zamorasaid
"We're asking for more money for sure next year,"
Zamorasaid "People think it's high, but it's not"
She said the group is planning a library and wants to
purchase additional furniture for their office.
A representative from the Third World Graduate Assn.
could not be reached for comment however, according to
University Treasurer Paul R. Nusser, and Joyce M.
Bresler, student activities assistant, the organization has
not spent any of its allocations.

BSU to send reps to antiracist conference
The largest national
student conference against
racism scheduled in the
U.S. this fall will be held
this weekend at Boston
University. Boston, Mass.

Simonson, legal adviser to
the Black Student Union
(BSU). the BSU will send
representatives to the
conference to obtain information about starting a
chapter of the National
Student Coalition Against
Racism on campus.
Two speakers will be
High fat foods include butter, visible fat
on steaks, some bakery goods and whole Herbert Vilakazi, South
milk with high butterfat content. Fibrous African eyewitness of the
foods include cereals and some vegetables. Soweto rebellion and
If the "dangerous" elements in food Courtland Cox, secretary
could be identified, they then could be general of the Sixth Panavoided, thus preventing many cancers, Af ricanist Congress.
Dr. Marks said.
OTHER leading black
Such a search is on, with the National rights activists will adCancer Institute (NCI) putting increased dress topics including
emphasis on studies of relationships alleged attempts of the
between nutrition and cancer, said Dr. Gio U.S. government to obB. Gori, of NCI's Division of Cancer Cause struct enforcement of
school
desegregation,
and Prevention.

Hundreds of antiracist
activists are expected to
attend the Third National
Student Conference
Against Racism which will
discuss recent struggles

between whites and nonwhites over the apartheid
policies of the minority
white government in South
Africa.
According to Kenneth

Some foods, cancer linked
NEW YORK (AP)-The food you eat
seems to influence your chances of getting
or escaping certain cancers, scientists said
yesterday.
It is estimated that one-half of the fatal
cancers in women and one-third in men
may be attributed partly to diet habits,
said Dr. Paul A. Marks, director of Cancer
Research Center of Columbia University's
College of Physicians and surgeons.
Foods high in fats appear to boost cancer
risks, while those high in fiber content
appear to reduce them, other speakers told
a conference on nutrition and cancer.

The ALPHA PHIS
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Are Proud to Announce
*
Their New Actives:
JENNY KUBAL
LANA BASSELMAN
*
V
JEAN PHALEN
PATTY REED
JODY WEN SINK
LIZ SONCRANT
KAY PATRICK
SHELLY WHITEFIELD
TERRY SLEETH
MERRITT LOHR
LYNN GEREGACH
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SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
THANKSGIVING
AND GET ON
TO A GOOD THING.
Us means Greyhound, and A lot of your (ellow students
who are already on to a good thing You leave when you
like. Travel cornfoitably Arrive refreshed and on time
You'll save money, too. over the increased air
fares Share the ride with us on weekends Holidays
Anytime Go Greyhound

30%-40% of)

(Blouses-acetate & nylon prints Rag. $11.00
Mittons (fleece linad)

1

Twenty-four hour study
areas and energy-saving
ideas for on-campus
buildings were discussed
at the Residence Life
Association
(RLAi
meeting Wednesday night
RLA intends to present
Dr. Richard R. Eakin. vice
provost for student affairs,
with plans for four possible
locations for 24-hour study
areas.
The second floor lounge
of the Student Services
Building, the Commuter
Center, Hayes Hall and
Moseley Hall arc the sites
being considered for 24hour study lounges.

Robert J. McGeein,
space resource coordinator
in the office of resource
planning, spoke at the
meeting in response to the
RLA's proposal to ammend the list of acceptable
appliances for student use
in dormitory rooms.
The revised list, which
was previously approved
by the RLA, includes
popcorn poppers, coffee
pots, hot pots, toasters,
toaster ovens, electric
frying pans and sewing
machines. All of these
currently are prohibited
for use in dorm rooms.
McGeein emphasized
that reduction of energy
cost at the University is
being accomplished
through systems changes
rather than modification of
individual behavior patterns.
"Changing individual
behavior patterns, such as

GREYHOUND SERVICE
TO

ONE- ROUND
WAY
TRIP

YOU CAN
LEAVE

OlVfLAND * 10.25 * H.SO
925 am
CWCINATTI
I3.8S
2635
I SO pm
MS
17*0
4:35 pm
COtUMBUS
CANTON
13.85
26.35
460 pm
rmsionoM
30.45
38 90
1125 am
Ask your agent about additional dopanures and
ROSS HOTEL
102 N. Prospect

YOU
ARRIVE
1:45 pm
7 10 pm
7:40 pm
9 00 pm
8 30 pm
return trips

353 • 5982

GO GREYHOUND
&

..and leave the driving to us

racist frame-ups, busing
and the campaign against
the death penalty.
Other featured speakers
include Juanita Tyler,
mother of a victim of a
racist murder frame-up,
Robert Allen, editor of
Black Scholar magazine
and Mai-en Dixon of the
National Student Coalition
Against Racism.
The coalition will
propose that student
governments, Black
Student Unions, Puerto
Rican and Chicano student
organizations and other
groups
organize
a
"National Day of Student
Protests Against U.S.
Complicity with Racists
Regimes in Southern
Africa."

J^j
The AX RAVER
mjjjpfcm/ Is Just Around
^g^dx
The Corner.
^L^SSkf\

^K/^X

AI^^^

^M^jS^^^
^^P§T

Don't Be Late,

Cuz lf Be
"!
Great

Get Fired U

P
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Jackson Browne no 'Pretender, '
releases another classic album
Review by
Crosby, Linda Rondstadt
and the Eagles. So if you
Lee Laodeoberger
It has been well over two can judge someone by the
years since Jackson company he keeps, a good
Browne released an album impression has to have
and the wait has been a been made.
His following elsewhere
long one for those who
fanatically follow his in the country has been
career. With the release of shaky, but is steadily
"The Pretender", Browne growing. When Billy Joel
adds another fine album to warm-up Ruth Copeland
his list of already mentioned that her
recognized classics.
drummer had just comBeing one of California's pleted a Jackson Browne
musical favorite sons, tour, she received her
Jackson retains the largest round of applause.
majority of his popularity
ADD TO that surprising
on the West coast. He is a applause the amazement I
long time friend of felt when I went to see
heavyweights David Jackson in Columbus in

October and the hall was
sold out. After five years
of regional success, he
finally is getting the
national recognition he
deserves.
All three of his previous
records,
"Jackson
Browne,"
"For
Everyman" and "Late for
the Sky" have received
"best of" awards from
Rolling Stone magazine.
Each album explores the
themes of romantic love
and escape from an oftentimes callous, uncaring
world.
His words are simply but
beautifully crafted

thoughts that strike deeply
and truly. Of rock lyricists
in the '70's, I can think of
no one whose introspective
music can hold a candle *o
his. Joni Mitchell Is the
possible exception, and
that is pretty classy
competition.
Jackson's backing band
on "The Pretender" includes many California
musicians.
The most
notable of these include
Drummer Russ Kunel,
bassist I-ee Sklar, pianist
Craig Doerge and guitarist
David Lindley. Eagle Don
Henley helps out on back
up vocals as do Crosby and
Graham Nash.
These
musicians are accustomed
to working with each other
and the results are not
surprising.
They are
extremely tight.

N«WK*O*O

BEST CUTS on "The
Pretender" include "Here
Come Those Tears Again,"
"The Fuse" (which is
getting a lot of FM airplay,
"Your Bright Baby Blues"
and the title cut. Of all the
material, only "Linda
Paloma" seems a bit
forced and unnecessary.
Browne's voice remains
in its usual condition:
"The elderly are going to get their fair share soon," Dr.
hoarse, almost pleading at Larry Foster, assistant dean of the College of Health and
times, yet powerful when Community Service said, yesterday while speaking at the
he has to be. His style is Center for Continued Learning.
very similar to that of the
"The aged are a political power," Foster said. He
Eagles, yet it's tough to tell explained that the aged "have a disproportional influence
who copied whom But on elections" because 80 per cent of the elderly vote, as
because of the quality of opposed to 55 per cent of the population as a whole.
the music, it really doesn't
Due to the political influence of the elderly in Wood
matter.
County, Foster said, the old Wood County post office is
"The Pretender" should being renovated at "great expense" to be used as a multibe Jackson Browne's ticket functional center for the aged.
to mass popularity. The
Foster said that the nation's elderly population has
two-year wait was a long risen fron 4.1 to 9.9 per cent of the total population since
one, but since he is so 1900 while services for the elderly have remained
careful in production, the inadequate. He added that Medicaid is the most effective
wait was well worth it
benefit elderly people receive, and it only pays 43 per

Sound-off

by Dvol

HO

More than 70 pieces of stereo equipment valued at over $40,000 were on display in
a show sponsored by Cultural Boost Wednesday night in the Grand Ballroom
Union. Although no equipment was put on sale, door prizes were given away and
expert's tips were plentiful.

Elderly vote embodies political power;
influence may spark program changes

New Jackson Browne album cover

WDGtffl

KARATE

TOURNAMENT

Sunday, November 21, 1976 in Anderson Arena at B.G.S.U., the 1976 AKS
American Karate System Open National Karate Championships will be held.
Area men. women, and children will be competing in Kata, or forms, and free
fighting. There will be Black Belt Demonstrations of sparring and Oriental
weapons in the evening.

(ML
tt<Mvm
smmi
Friday, Nov. 19 7:00
New Fraternity Row

cent of their medical bills, one of the largest expenses
most retired people are faced with.
MOST ELDERLY people live on a fixed budget that is
below the poverty level, Foster added.
"Aging has been portrayed as negative in every
aspect," Foster said. Since most grandparents do not
live with their grandchildren, Foster said, "we're not
giving children the proper chance to see a person age."
Elderly people "rapidly deteriorate when institutionalized," Foster said.
He recommended
programs and workshops for the aged, and federallyfunded research and development aimed at improving
their lot.
"Gerontology is the study of the life«pan, especially the
latter part of the life-span," Foster said. There are,
however, no educational programs in gerontology
available, Foster added. ' 'People become gerontologists
because they declare themselves to be gerontologists."
Foster spoke at the Center, 194 S. Main St. before a
group of 11 people, including representatives from the.
Wood County Hospital and the Wood County Nursing
Home.

93 FM

Come see one of the fastest growing sports for men and women in the United
States. Karate is now recognized as an amatuer sport by the A.A.U. (Amatuer
Athletic Uiuon) of the United States. It is practiced in virtually every country
in the world.

WKIQ
Presents a

Eliminations begin at 12:00 noon. Finals begin at 7:00 p.m.

CONKLIN

B.G.S.U.

Adults*2.00 Students-$1.50

Sports
Weekend

AKS Championships sponsored the Bowling Green State University, Continuing Education AKS Karate Program.

Tonight-7:15 p.m.
ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS
LET US HELP YOU TO
BECOME A CPA

It wouldn't be a Gucci without you—
So here's to our Gammer Guys:
"Tasmanian Devil"
Joel
Spence
"Ace"
"Dewey Duck"
Bill
"Bimbo"
Jimmy Olson
Rex
Michael V.
Joe
slQ&O
"Lindy"
"Huego"
Brady
6
"Schalms"
"Canadian"
"Tommy"
"Rojo"
Phil
Mark
"Schuby"
Tim "Dad"
Ron
Dave

I)

CPA
REVIEW

HI!

"Co-op1

Mark"
"Troy"
Tony
'Casten
Denny
"Smiley"
Tony
David P.
Tom
JeffW.
John
Mike T.
Craig
Rich Kindberg
Brendan
'Dave
Brian
Jed
"Bucky"
Mark
"P P "
"Hutch
"Buckwheat"
Dave P.
Meggs
Gary S.
Joe
{"Wally"
Jeff A.
Steve
\"Dino"
Dr. John
Gene
Lover Puss

Let's All Be Partyin' Tonight!

Brought to you <n port by

DINO'S PIZZA
Saturday-7:00 p.m

COUMII MOIW UAV 2t A NOV. 1*

Football
at
Chattanooga

1/3 o. USA

WKIQ - 93 FM
Bowling Green

fnerce"DanGe^
John M.

Hockey
vs.
Boston Univ.
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Hill Heckters, senior; Sue Whitney, sophomore;
Tom Etslnger. senior; Mike Hall, freshman and Bill

Marching bond has last fling'
Review By
Gal Harris
University Falcon Marching Band members had a
change of pace Wednesday night when they entertained
an enthusiastic audience at their sixth annual year-end
concert in the warm, dry confines of Anderson Arena.
THE PROGRAM a re-creation of pre-game and
halftime highlights from the recent season, contained a
diversity of selections, from rousing, standard marching
band songs like "Get It On," to those more mellow, such
as "Send In The Clowns."
And what is more, most of the members got to sit down
while they did it.
It was just like being at a huge football half-time
spectacular, except all those involved looked a lot more
comfortable than they had while parading on the field
amidst the often snowy, rainy and windy weather of
football season.
Freddy Falcon and the drum major were there. So
were the flag wavers, majorettes and Pommerettes and
of course, the 206-member band.
One of the most unusual half-time programs was
presented at the Homecoming game,
and was
re-created Wednesday night.
Candy Johnson, a former Bowling Green resident who
plays a mean jazz saxophone, delighted the audience with

Mark S. Kelly, director of bands, motions with his hand for the
brass to play softer during the trio of a piece.

Kohagen, sophomore swing together as they keep
time to the music.

Newsphotos by Dan Bomeli

TvuGot It Bad," "One O'clock Jump," "Rock Around
The Clock" and a medley of Christmas songs. He was
accompanied by the band
The audience numbered about 500. There were many
older persons, middle-agers, students and small children
and babies.
They came for a variety of reasons. Some visited the
concert because they knew or were related to the performers.

>i£i

ONE WOMAN, appropriately clad in an orange and
brown striped vest and brown slacks, said die an
her family came to the program because they simply
enjoy it.
"This is the fourth year we've come." she said. "We
enjoy it. But if you ask my son why he came, he'c I say to
see Freddy Falcon!"
A man in the audience said he came because he and his
wife are band fans.
"We've stayed after all the games because we like the
band, and now it's inside and it's warm and wonderful,"
he said.
It was obvious from the impressive perfon nances
given by all involved that hours of practice had pre ceeded
the production.
Ann E. Black, one of the flag carriers, explained that
she and the others who perform drills with their orange
and white flags practice an average of 17 hours a w-jek.

John Stuart, sophomore, waits for a cue during
several measures of rest

'Chemin de Fer' drags, characters stiff
Review By
BethRoooey
Georges Feydeau's
"Chemin de Fer" is
written as a rollicking
farce full of fast-paced wit
and humor.
Unfortunately, University
Theater's production of it
lost the sparkle somewhere
along the way.
The show dragged unbearably because of poor
timing and a marked lack
of effort to pick up cues;
the characterizations were
with few exceptions,
vaguely drawn and stiffly
executed and the actors'
energy level so low that
Feydeau's wonderfully
witty lines slid listlessly
by.
Perhaps part of the
problem was the pitifully
sparse crowd that didn't

her lover, when she suddenly became an innocent
lady with disarming
gestures.
The rest of the show
found her playing her usual
"tough broad" type,
pulling strange faces at
strange times and striding
across stage as if she had
holsters on her hips.
D'Angelo
played
melodrama's hurt heroine
to a tee. The only problem
was that it was all stock
gestures at standard
times-no innovation or
real inner motivation.
Michael K. Lippert was
appropriately cast as
Fedot, the fiery lover. He
was the most charming of
the leads and his accomplished acting skill
made him the most natural

in his part. He extracted
much empathy from the
audience in his plight, for
his little-boy toughness and
worrying nature made the
audience love him.
However, he seemel a littl
too nervous, and his
makeup was overdone.
BOB SHANK cliose to
portray the cuckolded
husband Chanal as an
effeminate, aristocratic
snob. His accent, mannerisms and character
motivation were consistent
and skillfully done. But
Shank
presented
a
paradox: his character
seemed too overblown and
yet only loosely thought
out.
Like D'Angelo,
Shank's portraval seemed
familiar in too mam wp.ys.
The rest of the cast

LEARN NOW ABOUT THE
NEXT CPA EXAM

at.

FRIDAY-OPEN TILL 10 P.M.

fulfilled their roles well,
but James Foreman as
Auguste, Robert E. Malt by
III as Coustouillu, Robert
Braley as Bclgenee, and
Mark MagiU as Etienne
deserve special mention.
Each of these brought to
their roles the spark that
the others were missing.
The
level
of
professionalism, excitement and ability shown
in this production would
have been more apt on a
high school stage. Perhaps
it was disappointing
because it had so much
potential but failed to live
up to it.

one books due soon

Never fear, students, the University
pony express is coming through, slowly
but surely to provide students and
faculty with the long-awaited permanent telephone directory.
If the horses don't get cut off at the
pass, we may just have those allimportant phone numbers in our
mailboxes by mid-December.
But it's been a long hard ride. Becky
Rohrs, information writer for the
University publications office, said
several offices have been busy since
August getting proper numbers for
students.
At about that time, individual forms
were sent to each department and Rohrs
explained, "thev had to be personally

checked by each prof, then recorded and
logged again."
The speed of returns slowed to a trot
as faculty and staff information was not
received until early this month.
Rohrs said that the Housing Office
submits the student phone numbers, and
Maxine Allen, coordinator of telephone
services, is responsible for the extensive
organization which Rohrs said is' not a
one, two, three process.''
Although many telephone companies
have begun a policy in which consumers
are charged for directory assistance,
the University still provides the serviiv
at no charge to the student.
In addition, the publications office has
found a way to "make it look like a
regular phone book," Rohrs said.

Michigan Ski Weekends.
Good if you're good.

LIBRARY HOURS RENEWED!

FUTURE CPA'S

Good if you're not.

i

SATURDAY-OPEN 10 A.M.-5 P.M.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF QUIET STUDY HOURS!

IEW

1/3 - USA
COURSES MGINMAV 2» ft NOV

even fill one quarter of the
Main Auditorium. It has to
be egc-deflating to the
cast.
But their disappointment shouldn't have
allowed
them
to
halfheartedly pick their
way through a performance that had the
potential to be explosive.
ALL THE right aspects
were here: the show was
well cast; the set and
costuming were outstanding and the script was
stunning. The actors just
didn't seem interested
enough to carry it off.
Leading ladies Diane J.
Kondrat
and
Lori
D'Angelo whined their
way through their performances instead of.
giving spunk to their
characters.
Kondrat's
only innovative scene was
her bed scene with Fedot,

•»«••

USE OUR LIBRARY!!!!
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HAMBURGERS

19'
Wed. Nov. 17
thru Mon., Nov. 22

Learn how good you
can be m Michigan
We have the slopes,
the snow, equipment to
rent Instruction tor
all - and the nearness
to make it a long ploying
weekend For next to
nothing, you're into even/
thing in Michigan It the
great skiing up here doesn't
come naturally to you. a lot
ol other things do
For latest snow conditions,
road conditions, tree Michigan
Ski and Snowmobile Map.. .
Call toll free

800-248-5456

BwgerChef

1976 Burger
Burner Chef Systems.
Systems Ir
Inc

Michigan.

Mirror of America.

Orvvnle
Michigan travel Commission
Suite 102 MO South Capilo" Avenue
lansmg Michigan 48926
Please send free Michigan Ski OrxJ Snowmobile Map
Nome
School
Adoress
sioie

!
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HAIR-RAISING CHILLER
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•
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styles, in great fabrics
But now more comfortable. Sizes 34 to 42
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Logan ignores advice;

WBGU-TV
fo air game

BG men swim tomorrow

escapes OSU shadow

WBGU-TV, channel
57, will air taped
coverage of the Ohio
State-Michigan
football game at 10:30
p-m. tomorrow. This
telecast will be the last
game aired as a part of
the Falcon-Buckeye
series of Saturday
night presentations.
There will be no pregame show because of
the length of the
program preceding
the game.

Relays on tankers' slate

i COLUMBUS <AP)~
Tailback Jeff Logan has
silenced his skeptics, including his father, by
becoming the fifth rusher
in Ohio State football
history to gain 1,000 yards
in a single season.
Despite being one of the
best all-around backs to
come out of Ohio prep
football, Logan constantly
has to prove himself.
He's just 5-10 and 182
pounds and lacks blazing
speed. His father, former
Ohio State tackle Dick
Logan, wasn't sure the star
from North Canton should
choose Ohio State. He had
narrowed his college
choice to Perm State,
Indiana, Georgia Tech and
the Buckeyes.

"MY DAD was afraid
that I would get lost in the
shuffle at Ohio State," said
the Buckeyes' star,
"something that happens
to a lot of great high school
players."
Added the younger
Logan, 'And you'd be
amazed how many people
told me I wouldn't play at
Ohio State and criticized
my decision."
Logan bided his time
behind two-time Heisman
Trophy winner Archie
Griffin for two seasons.
Then it was his turn in the
school's spring game.
Logan
piled up
174 yards.
Still, there were critics.
The word was that Ron
Springs, a junior college
flash, would put Logan out

Gullett signs new pact
NEW YORK (AP)-The New York Yankees have signed
free-agent pitcher Don Gullett to a six-year contract, the
American League club said yesterday.
Gabe Paul, president of the Yankees, disclosed the
length of the contract at a news conference. He did not
state its value, but estimates put it in the $2-million
range.
"Pitching is the name of the game and we feel he's a
modern Whitey Ford," Paul said, referring to the Yanks'
Hall of Fame left-hander.
GULLETT B the sixth client of agent Jerry Kapstein to
sign in the last three days.
The other five Kapstein signings-outfielders Don
Baylor and Joe Rudi with the California Angels, catcher
Gene Tenace with the San Diego Padres, and infielders
Dave Cash with Montreal and Bert Campaneris with
Texas-all were announced in Providence, R.I., where the
agent has been conducting negotiations for his clients.
The 25-year-old Gullett, one of baseball's top lefthanded pitchers, has been the Cincinnati Reds starter in
the first game of each of the last two World Series.
In the eighth inning of the 1976 opener against the
Yankees, he suffered a dislocated tendon in his right
ankle. He was forced to leave the game and had to wear a
cast on the ankle for several weeks.

Read the News

liHlMiHil
Thousands ol Topics

S»"d lO* your t«|>-lo (Mfc 160
peg*. marl ofOVi calalog Endow
$1.00 10 cower poilage and
handing
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC
11322 IDAHO AVE ,f 206
LOS ANGELES. CALIF 90025
12131 477 8474
Our m—icfi paprm a»r lold lor
rtteaicn purpofttt only

of the position once be
arrived at the Big Ten
campus in the fall.
"I KNEW a lot of people
were saying that," said
Logan, in the midst of
preparations for the
Michigan game tomorrow.
"But the only person's
opinion that mattered was
mine. I didn't care who
they brought in.
"It was just a matter of
proving it and I don't think
there's any question now."
There isn't. Logan has
1.106 yards in 187 rushes, a
5.9-yard average to take
against the Wolverines in
the Big Ten title and Rose
Bowl berth showdown on
national television.
Logan's 1,000 yards puts
him in the company of
Griffin 1975-74-75, Pete
Johnson
1975, John
Brockington 1970, and Jim
Otis 1989.
"I never realized that
Ihada chance to become
only the fifth to reach 1,000
yards." said the sturdy
junior, "until someone
pointed it out a couple of
weeks a';o.
I couldn't
believe it when I found out
because when you think of
Ohio State football, you
figure they have a 1,000yard runner every year."

LA stock race
set for Sunday
ONTARIO, Calif. (APISome of the best competition in Sunday's
$185,000 Los Angeles
Times 50O stock car race
should be between two
rookies with virtually no
chance of winning.
Skip Manning and
Terry Bivins aren't just
any rookies. They're the
most successful rookies
this season in NASCAR
Grand National racing, and
their fight for the $10,000
Rookie of the Year title has
come down to the season
finale.

By Dave Smercina
Sports Writer

desperately needed, such
as the sprints.

The beginning of the
season draws near for the
Bowling Green swim team.
Although the season
doesn't officially begin
until Jan. 8 when BG
travels to Ohio University
for a dual meet, the
tankers will get a taste of
competition in tomorrow's
Collegiate Relays hosted
by Central Michigan
University.
Coach Tom Stubbs said
he doesn't know what to
expect from the 12-event,
unscored relay meet

"WE DIDNT have a
sprinter last year. Now
we've got two guys that are
legitimate good sprinters.
How far they'll go I don't
know," Stubbs said.

"IT'S A first competition," he said. "We'll
get to see where people are
in this point in time."
And at this point, the BG
mentor is very optimistic
about the corning season,
especially since he has a
talented group of freshmen. He also has most of
last year's team returning.
"We didn't lose a lot
ability-wise," he said.
And the freshmen fit into
spots where they are

The two are Jeff Wolf
and Rob Distler. Both had
high school times that were
better than any Falcon
could record last year.
Stubbs said both have
looked good so far in
practice.
Rookies Steve Carlson
and Jim Gleason will add
to the middle distances and
distance events, respectively.
But the biggest catch is
aH-American high school
performer Daryl Hable
from Fairview Park. The
times that the backstroker
had in high school would

ABORTION
$150.00
tOU FREE 9am 10 p m

1-800-438-5534

have put him in second
place in the Mid-American
Conference (MAC) meet in
the 100, and fourth in the
200.
But Stubbs is counting
heavily on his returning
letter-men.
THERE IS Craig Casten,
last year's most valuable
swimmer as a freshmaa
the BG record-holder in the
100 and 200-yard butterfly.
Chris Price, who was
fifth in the 100-yard
breaststroke in the MAC
championships, will also
lend his talents in the individual medley.

There are middle
distance men Jeff Iiedel,
Mark I lammann and Dave
Koenig, who was pressed
into service last year in the
backstroke.
Kurt Lee and Gregg
Joseph have high hopes in
the distance events. And
Kurt Seibenick will share
the diving duties with
freshman Mike Derge.
The outlook is one of
almost total improvement
over last year. Weak spots
have been filled. The team
should be more balanced,
but not especially strong in
any one area. But more
definite ideas will surface
tomorrow.

College of Musical Arts
Bowling Green State University
cordially invites you to its
Chamber Music Showcase
Recital Hall, College of Musical Arts
Sunday Nov. 14th $1.00 adults
8 P.M. $.50 students ft children

forty '«!• n onytima
ol MiV»i» Parly Mori

LiLiiii't- mm
UfcliV
1004 S. Main
Former Poglia's Bldg
GRAND OPENING

PSSSSSST
BETCHA CANT FIND

VAN MERRITT
WORLDS MOST HONORED
BEER EVERY PLACE?
ITS SEClUDEDlY SOLD

Bowling Groans N»wa>stMost Convenient Carry-out
Service

IMPORTED FLAVOR
PREMIUM PRICED
FIND IT FOR YOURSELF
(WAKES HflNEKINS JEALOUS)

Cold Beer-Chilled Wine
Open 7 am Mid nite
Sun 11 11

352-9759

Unbirden yourself
witha
Quarter Pounder.

When you've got only Z tickets to the big game
and you forgot that you asked Cheryl,Lori,Tracy,
Kelly, Sabrina and Trisha,but they didnt
it's no time to get filled up.
•••••<

Overstuffed with turkey and stuffing,
huh ? What you need is to get back to
basics. Like a McDonald's*
Quarter Pounder with cheese. A
quarter pound of pure beef topped
with two slices of melted cheese,
/Mcoon-Kr,
mustard, ketchup, pickles, onions and
served on a toasted sesame seed bun. W do it al for >oir
•Wkvjk 1* lb beta* cmbrn-

Lite Beer from Miller.
Everything yon always wanted
in a beer. And less.
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BU, BG: national ice powers brace for collision
ByBQIEstep
Sports Editor
The Falcon hockey program holds
a special spot in its heart for Boston
University (BU).
It was Thanksgiving in Canton,
N.Y., during the 1974-5 season. A
Bowling Green team, in only its sixth
varsity season, was playing for the
championship of the North Country
Hockey Festival title against the then
second-ranked Terriers.
The result? a 3-2 Bowling Green
victory and sudden national
prominence.
But that was three years ago.
Things have changed. Now eyebrows
aren't raised everytime the Falcons
whip a national power. After all,
national power is used in the same

breath these days with Bowling
Green hockey.
So the stage is set. Bowling Green
entertains BU this weekend in the Ice
Arena for a pair of 7:30 non-league
starters tonight and tomorrow night.
East vs. West. National power vs.
national power.
YOU KNOW Boston University:
1971 and 72 NCAA national champions,
NCAA
tournament
semifinalists a year ago, winner of
three consecutive Eastern Collegiate
Athletic Conference (ECAC) titles.
"That win over them (two years
ago) really gave us the prestige we
needed," Mason said yesterday. "We
won it and it made people sit up and
take notice. We were fortunate in
that game. But if we would have
played them four more times that

season we probably would have lost
four times."
But don't expect the Falcons to be
shaking in their Central Collegiate
Hockey Assn. (CCHA) skates this
time around.
After, all, the Falcons, sporting a 5Oseason record, do have the homp

Ticket information
A student ID ticket exchange
continues today in Memorial Hall for
this weekend's home hockey series
with Boston University. Tickets are
also on sale at $1 for students, $2 for
adults and $3 for reserved seats.
ice advantage and its share of
motivation- like Ron Mason's 200th
coaching victory and fortifying its
national ranking (fourth in the KBI I.
media poll and eighth in the the

WMPLcoachespoll).
AND WHAT about the Terriers?
Well, without playing a game they're
already regarded as one of this
year's top teams in the nation. Their
seventh-place ranking in the
coaches' poll and 10th in the media
poll indicate that.
Boston lost eight lettermen from
last year's 2S-W) squad which lost to
Minnesota in the NCAAs , including
top scorers Terry Meagher and Peter
Marzo and all-American defenseman
Rick Meagher.
But a Boston club without a wealth
of talent? Mason knows better.
"They have the best junior varsity
program in the country," Mason
said. "And they draw heavily from
that and with their quality freshmen,
they'll be just as good as last year."
Even this early in the season, with

no regular season games under their
higMlung belts?
"I DONT think they're at any
disadvantage," Mason said of
Boston's late-starting schedule,
typical of most Eastern teams.
"They probably played five to six
exhibition games and started
practicing about the same time we
did.
Nonetheless, the Falcons, coming
off a 5-2 CCHA victory over Western
Michigan Tuesday night, know
what's at stake.
"I had a hard time getting into
things against Western," said BG
goalie Mike Liut, who handled the net
duties Tuesday. "All I wanted to
think about was Boston, Boston."
Junior center Mike Hartman, on an
early season scoring binge with two
goals in each of the last four games

and nine for the season, sees the
showdown in a different perspective.
"It's also important to see
how high we can get ranked," he
said. "But the chips are going to
count in the end. In the (CCHA)
playoffs it's not going to matter
whether we beat Boston or not.
"Sure it means alot, with the East
playing West sort of thing."
And how does Mason, carrying a
199-84-12 coaching mark into the
series, view the series?
"Well, we had a team meeting
yesterday (Wednesday)," he said,
"and L said we have two goals this
season: be CCHA champions and be
ranked nationally."
Obviously, the Falcons can take a
giant step toward solidifying the
second goal this weekend.

This weekend...
^Associate sports editor Dick Rees shootout for the Big Ten championship
travels South with the Falcon football and a ticket to the Rose Bowl.
squad as the local gridders seek to close ■^Assistant sports editor Terry Goodman
out their season with a 7-4-0 record at will be in the packed Ice Arena tonight
Tennessee-Chattanooga tomorrow.
and tomorrow night when Boston
^Sports editor Bill Estep will be in University faces off with the fourthColumbus tomorrow when Michigan and ranked (media poll) Falcon icers in an
Ohio State tangle in their fifth straight all-important two-game series.

Gymnastics tri-meet
special for Simpson
BySueCaser
Sports Writer
Saturday's tri-meet in
Bloomington, Ind., has a
special significance for
Bowling Green women's
gymnastics coach Charles
Simpson.
Before coming to BG
three years ago, Simpson
coached four years at
Indiana University. And in
his last year there, his
team defeated the Falcons.
"Indiana has had two
coaches since I left,"
Simpson said. "So, I really
don't know what their
potential is but I know they
will be looking for us as we
are looking for them "
The third team participating is the University
of Illinois. Simpson has
little knowledge of the
team but is quite aware of
the presence of Nancy
Theis. The Fighting Illini
sophomore was a participant in the 1972
Olympics in Munich
LAST YEAR in regional
competition Theis took
first place in all her events,
but Illinois finished second

to last as a team in
qualifying points.
But what about BG?
"We are a very deep
team this year," Simpson
said. "We have the depth
to cover injured personnel
and the depth necessary to
score points."
A rule change this year
allows the top four team
participants to score for
that particular team
Simpson said even if his
girls do not place first in an
event, they have the depth
to score high which will
pull them through as a
team.
THE SQUAD is comprised of primarily freshmen this season, with half
of the members first-year
participants.
Freshmen Cheryl Vasil,
linda Uitiiiviii and Linda
England are the top
rookies this year.
Returning veterans
include senior captain
Theresa Hoover, who did
not participate last season
because of a knee injury
and Karen Glenn, who
Simpson says is hitting her
peak this year and has
made a lot of progress.

Because of the extensive
background of the incoming freshmen, and the
high level of skill, the
Falcons are looking for
improvement in two of
their weak events, the
uneven bars and vaulting.
"This tri-meet will be a
tough one," the third-year
coach said.

**T
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Falcon tri-captaln Dave Easton takes aim at the
puck and net during the season's opening series
with Guelph. The junior center and his teammates

Whitey'

Same old story for Falcon gridders
By Dick Rees
Associate Sports Editor
Bowling Green's 1976
football season, a disappointment to some, an
achievement to others, will
come to a close tomorrow.
It has been, in retrospect,
a tough campaign both
mentally and physically
for the Falcons.
Don Nehlen, in his
weekly press conferences
all season, has sounded
more like a doctor reading
a patient list than the head
coach he is.
Each week it's been
somebody new.
Yesterday was no different.
BG, WHICH could field a
strong team from among
its injured players, will
probably be without two
more key performers
tomorrow night when it
takes on the University of
Tennessee-Chattanooga in
Chattanooga.
Latest victims for the
Falcons, who flew out of
Toledo airport this morning, are wingback Steve
Kuehl and tight end Dennis
Wakefield.
ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS

Kuehl, a regular all
season, the Mid-American
Conference's (MAC)
leading kick-off returner
and BG's back-up tight end
last week, has broken ribs,
but still made the trip.
Wakefield, the starting
tight end the last three
games, has a knee
problem

rusher-a
major-college
record.
Nehlen indicated that
Preston would get some
action at fullback, with
freshman Doug Weiner,
who rushed for 130 yards
and three touchdowns last
week, at tailback The
Falcon coach wanted to
use that combination last
week but Preston's injury
"KUEHL REALLY ended that hope.
complicates problems
THERE ARE other
because of all the things he records in sight. BG needs
61 yards passing to break
does for us," Nehlen said.
Regular tight end Tom the school record of 1,750
Saleet, thank God, returns set by the 1968 team The
after missing three games Falcons need 238 yards
with a craked rib and Brad total offense to break last
Baker, a down-the-line year's record-setting 4,227.
reserve, becomes the And they need 300 to break
latest wide receiver to be the MAC single-season
pressed into tight end total offense mark of 4,289
service.
set by Central Michigan
However, senior Dave last year.
Preston is expected back in
Bowling
Green,
uniform after missing last somehow through all the
week's 35-7 win over injuries, ranks eighth in
Southern Illinois. His knee the nation in total offense.
is not 100 per cent, though,
"But the defense is the
and it will take a super key," Nehlen said. "If
effort for him to crack the they can get us the ball and
1,000-yard mark.
some good field position,
If he does, which would then we'll be all right."
require
142
yards
The Moccasins play a
tomorrow, it would mark variety of defenses and
the sixth straight year that also mix up their offensive
BG has had a 1,000-yard formations.
**************
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Another season closes for Don Nehlen

TURKEY BLITZ
(Beer Blast)
Nov. 19

8:00 • ?

University Sound at Commons
50' at door

face Eastern power Boston University this weekend
at the Ice Arena in a prestigous two-game series.

1/3 OF USA

j.

Buy the best-Ride a Schwinn

»

BOOK'S BIKE SHOP

J

102 W Poo Rd

"Everytime you look at
them they're doing
something different,"
Nehlen said.
But the BG coach is
hoping they do something
different-lose-than the
previous six teams that BG
has faced on its final road
game of the season.
SIDELINERS-Tomorrow's game will
start at 7:30 p.m and will
be broadcast live by local
radio stations WFOB (1430
AM)andWKIQ(93FM).
linebacker Jeff Smith,
who suffered a slight knee
injury last week, made the
trip but Jamie Hall and
Cliff Carpenter probably
will start...Freshman Scott
Griffith and sophomore
Steve Seibert will remain

the defensive end starters
after turning in solid
performances last week.
Nehlen said he's glad
tomorrow's game is at
night "so we'll be concentrating on our game
and not Ohio StateMichigan."
last year, when the
Falcons lost their final
road game at TexasArlington, some of the
players appeared more
concerned about the
Buckeye-Wolverine clash
which was going on at the
same time, according to
Nehlen.
"A lot of our kids have
personal friends on both
teams," Nehlen said...but
the travel itinerary lists a
3:30 p.m pre-game meal,

which might be cutting it a
bit close.
OTHER MAC games
tomorrow find Ball State at
Eastern Michigan, a game
the Cardinals must win to
capture
the
loop
crown...Central Michigan
is at Western Michigan,
Toledo is at Kent State and
'Northern Illinois visits
Ohio
University... depending on a wierd
variety of wins, losses or
ties, Kent, Western, Ohio
and Central all still have
shots at the title.
If Southern Illinois, last
week's BG victim loses to
Marshall tomorrow, it will
mark the ninth straight
Falcon oppnent that will
have lost the week after it
played BG.
Interesting, isn't it?

\ SEE O.S.U. & MICHIGAN #
on our 7 ft. television screen
Sat. Nov. 20 at 12:30 p.m.
Followed by U.C.L.A. & USC
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HELP WANTED
BG NEWS is now accepting applications
advertising sales representative,
should be submitted through Student
Those who have applied in the past
re-apply at Student Employment.
Deadline for applications is Nov

\}l LLLLb-VULi UlLi.LT bllLO'
425 E. Wooster

COLD BEER

CHAMPAGNE

WINE
HOWS
W««kday« to Thur»
9:30 om-il pen

PARTY SUPPLIES

ThufvFrl-Sot
9:30 am- 12 am

Have a Nice Thanksgiving Break!

Sun
11:30 am-11

pm

